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Abstract

The decision criteria and the reverse NEH have been proposed for
improvement of construction heuristic NEH methods. Then mixed con-
struction and meta-heuristic methods NEH-DE is proposed to obtain
the optimal solutions of permutation flowshop scheduling problem. The
standard test instances of Taillard are evaluated to test the qualities of
methods. The new optimal solution is found for one problem.

1 Introduction

Because of many economic and industrial applications,the flowshop scheduling
problem (FSP) has been intensively studied with diverse of assumptions, objec-
tive functions and implementing various optimization techniques. The regular
flowshop problem consists of two main elements: (1) a set of m machines and
(2) a set of n jobs to be processed on the machines. All jobs have the same
ordering of machines for their processes sequence. Each job can be processed
on one and only one machine at a time and only once on each machine. Each
machine can process only one job at a time. Operations are not preemptable
and set-up times of operations are independent of the sequences and therefore
can be included in the processing time. The FSP is that the processing order
is the same on each machine and the objective function is optimal. Among
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desired objectives, makespan or completion time (Cmax) minimization has at-
tracted a lot of attention. Though the problem with minimize Cmax on two
machines can be solved in time by using the famous Johnson’s rule, while the
general problem has been proved to be strongly NP-complete [1].

Many approximate algorithms have been developed to find best solutions in
a short time. These algorithms can be classified into two categories, construc-
tion hueristic method and improvement metahueristic method.The construction
hueristic method is an algorithm that determines one or some solutions in a
finite length time. The solution finds it fast and is good but not necessarily
optimal. As for several construction heuristics methods for FSP had been de-
veloped in relatively early decades, e.g., heuristics by Palmer [2], Campbell et
al. [3], and Nawaz et al. (denoted by NEH) [4] and its improvements. The
metaheuristics method is formally defined as an iterative generation process
which guides a subordinate heuristic by combining smart concepts and strate-
gies for searching in the solutions space in order to find efficiently optimal
solutions [Osman and Laporte 1996]. There are several metaheuristics, such as
genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA), tabu search (TS) algorithm
and differential evolution (DE) algorithm [5, 6]. The DE algorlithm is a new
evolutionary computational method which has become a new research focus be-
cause of its outstanding performance in the first contest of IEEE evolutionary
computational.

In this study, some new strategies that combining between construction
heuristics method and metaheuristics methods have been proposed for the FSP
with the objective of makespan.

2 Models and Calculations

2.1 Problem Formulation

Let π = π(1)π(2)...π(n) be member of possible solutions space. The processing
time of job j on machine i is denoted by p(i, j). The completion time of job j
at position π(j) on machine i denoted by Ci,π(j) is calculated as follows:

Ci,π(j) = max(Ci−1,π(j), Ci,π(j−1)) + p(i, j), (1)

where i = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., n, C0,π(j) = 0 and Ci,π(0) = 0. Then the Cmax

is the completion time of the last job on the last machine, Cm,π(n). The total
jobs flowtime and total machines operating time are denoted by Ctf and Cot

and are obtained as
∑

j=1,..,n(Cm,j) and
∑

i=1,..,m(Cn,i), respectively.
Let Π denote the set of all such permutations. The FSP then can be for-

mulated such that:
Cmax(π∗) = minπ∈ΠCmax(π). (2)
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2.2 Algorithms

Algorithm 1 NEH: algorithm is as follow steps:
(1) Arrange the n jobs in descending order of the sum of processing times
(Tj =

∑
i=1,...,m p(i, j)).

(2) Take the first two jobs and schedule them in order to minimize the partial
makespan as if there were only these two jobs. Choose the best one to be a
partial best sequence, π2

best.
For k = 3 to n do:
(3) Insert the k-th job into πk−1

best at the place, among the k possible ones, which
minimizes the partial makespan. Choose the best one to be a partial best se-
quence, πk

best.
End

Consider step (2) and step (4) of algorithm 1, which sometime there exist
more than one best sequence with respect to Cmax. The algorithm just select
the first or last or random one which can lead to the different final solutions.
In this study the using of Ctf and Cot as second and third criteria is proposed
and denoted as NEH3C. Since the NEH algorithm do develop the solution from
partial sequences, the order of jobs in k-1 previous partial sequence is fixed and
the solution should be improved if the interchage of this order is allowed. In this
study, the reverse NEH with full sequance (rfNEH3C) algorithm is proposed
as follows:

Algorithm 2 rfNEH3C:
(1) Give the initial sequence and set it be πn

best. Obtain the Cmax of πn
best and

set it be Cbest
max. Set k = n − 1.

While k > 1 do:
(2) Take out the k-th job and insert it into k-1 positions at the place among
previous k-1 jobs, which minimizes the makespan. Choose the best one to be
a full best sequence πk

best and obtain it best Ck
max.

(3) If Ck
max < Cbest

max then set πn
best = πk

max, Cbest
max = Ck

max and k = n − 1 else
k = k − 1.
End.

The construction heuristic NEH3C and rfNEH3C with using of three criteria,
Cmax, Ctf and Cot algorithms are used in the combination with metaheuristic
DE with hill climbing algorithm [7, 8]. This construction-meta-heuristic com-
bined algoritm is denoted by NEHxHDE and is outlined as follows:

Algorithm 3 NEH3CxHDE:
(1) Set the number of population (NP ), number of generation (NG), interation
number of hill climbing (NH).
(2) RAND: Generate an inition soluion, X0 = (π0

1 , π
0
2 , ..., π

0
NP), by uniform
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random from permutation space of {1,2,...,n}.
(3) NEH3C: Perform NEH3C algorithm without step (1), in order to obtain
the initial F (X0) = (Cmaxπ0

1 , Cmaxπ0
2, ..., Cmaxπ

0
NP ).

(4) DE+HILL: Perform HDE alorithm with NP , NG, and NH parameters.
Set X0 and F (X0) as an initial propulation and its fitness value in order to
obtain XNG and F (XNG).
(5) rfNEH3C: Perform rfNEH3C algorithm using XNG and F (XNG) in order
to obtain Xf and F (Xf ). The solution is π∗ = mini=1,NP Cmax(πf

i ).

2.3 Numerical Experiment

The Taillard’s benchmark sets of 5 machines with 20 jobs (I5x20) and 10 ma-
chines with 20 jobs (I10x20) in total of 20 instances are used for testing the
algorithm. The NP , NG and NH parameters are set to 40 (2×n), 100 (5×n)
and 20 (n), respectively.

3 Results and Discussions

Results reported in this paper will focus on preliminary analysis of efficiency
of the NEH3CxHDE algorithm in order to use the obtained information for
improving. The table of obtained Cmax for two sets of Taillard’s bencmarks
is shown as Figure 1. In I5x20 set,two new upper bounds Cmax are obtained
for instances 5 after and 7, while all other instances the equal number with
Taillard upper bounds are obtained. For instance 5, the solution is obtained
after applying of HILL step while intance 7, the solution is obtained after
applying of DE step. In I10x20 only half number of instances are obtained the
upper bounds equal to Tailllard’ numbers. Only instance 2 of I10x20 is found
the improving of solution of HILL step by rfNEH3C step. This result may ead
to the unnecessary use of rfNEH3C step or it should be rearrange to another
position. Figure 2, shows two examples of the evolution of solutions after each
steps of NEH3CxHDE algorithm. It is for sure that a big jump of solultions
form RAND to NEH3C. Then the solutions are significantly improved by DE
step. If the solution is not yet found, the solutions are agian improved by HILL
step. However, the rfNEH3C step is not requred, base on these results. Note
that, getting two soulutions that give new upper bounds of Taillad’s instances is
notable success in this work.However there are still much more theoretical and
experimental works required for modifying and improving of the NEH3CxHDE
algorithm.
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Figure 1: The obtained Cmax after each steps of NEH3CxHDE for sets of 20
jobs with 5 machines and 20 jobs with 10 machines. The numbers that are
lower than (red) and equal to (blue) Taillard’s upper bounds are obtained,
respectively.
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Figure 2: The improvement of Cmax after applied each steps of NEH3CxHDE
for instances 5(a) and 7(b) of Taillard’s 5 machines and 20 jobs benchmark.
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